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We also are finally achieving our goal of offering the newest version of our patented SoundEngine 
technology in all our integrated amplifiers. SoundEngine2 gives great sound and control, and that is 
the backbone of every Hegel product. 

While we have redefined our design and added newer finishes that will complement the decor of any 
modern home, integration and user friendliness is also a big focus of ours. It’s important to us that 
people of all ages and skill level can easily and intuitively hook up their Hegel Amp and start listening.

Because many people are moving towards Smart Homes, Hegel has been focusing on providing prod-
ucts that will vastly improve the sound in Custom Installations. Whether you have a classic 2 channel 
set up, or a complex Custom Install with a tablet for a remote, any Hegel product can easily be 
installed in your home so you can enjoy great sound, modern functionality and excellent control.

In the last 5 years, Hegel has tripled in size. 
We’ve been working to stay ahead of the compe-
tition and because of that we are now releasing 
more products than ever.

Bent Holter

Founder Hegel Music System

on the block
New kid

Röst is the name of one of Norway's most beautiful islands, but Röst also means 
"voice.” With our SoundEngine technology and modern design, the powerful Röst 
will give your music it’s voice back. Röst is our third EISA award winner and easily 
connects to any device. Available in black and white, it’s ready for headphones, 
Airplay, and even your cd player. Give your music it’s voice back!
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Hegel’s new and improved patented SoundEngine2 technology further reduces distortion to make 
certain you hear all those tiny details in your music. SoundEngine2 also quite dramatically improves 
bass control and the amplifier’s grip of the loudspeakers, which is why even just 2x60 watts of 
output power can be powerful enough. In addition to amazing sound, the H90 provides flexibility 
with network streaming, Apple Airplay®, and a variety of digital and analogue connections. The 
H90 provides the most dynamic 60 watts per channel sound you have ever heard.

With the patented 75 watt SoundEngine2 amplifier technology, highly advanced preamplifier and 
delicately designed D/A-converter with 6 inputs, the Röst sounds fluid, natural and dynamic. The 
Röst easily connects to any device including CD-players, Sonos, computers (USB) and. Using 
AirPlay, you can connect your iPhone, Macbook, and even your AppleTV. The Röst easily integrates 
with Crestron, Savant, and Control4 so no matter what platform you use for your Smart Home, the 
Röst is ready.

The H190 is an ultimate one-stop solution if you want to enjoy ease of use with the ultimate sound 
quality. It includes a high quality DAC, a 2x150 watt SoundEngine2 amplifier, DLNA streaming 
capability and even AirPlay, a great DAC and Headphone output The H190 is the natural 
centerpiece in almost any music system, and with a damping factor of over 4000, you can drive 
pretty much any loudspeaker on the market.

The HD30 was designed with the intention of setting a new standard in terms of low noise and 
low jitter. The HD30 uses dual mono D/A-Converters, completely separate power supplies for 
the USB/Network, and the best possible analog stage. The HD30 has a noise floor touching 
-150dB, and jitter levels so low that even the best measuring equipment on the planet needed 
tweaking to give a good picture of it. Connectivity and user friendliness is important, so the 
HD30 has a variety of inputs ranging from BNC, AES/EBU and SPDIF as well as USB (up to 
DSD128) and Network. The HD30 has both Apple AirPlay and DLNA-streaming.

The HD12 brings a DAC and a headphone amplifier together. It is very versatile, accepting all
audio formats up to 24 bit / 192 kHz as well as DSD64 (USB-only). It includes a remote control 
and volume attenuator, meaning that you can also use it directly with a pair of powered 
loudspeakers or a power amplifier. The real reason to purchase it, however, is the ultra low 
noise design (-145dB) and jitter levels that are almost below measurability. The HD12 gives 
you a stunningly natural and sweet sound.

This true CD-player is the last of its kind. We updated the original CD-drive mechanisms from 
Sanyo with our own designed servo boards. We gave the Mohican the newest and best DAC 
chips, working in native 16 bit/44.1 kHz resolution. It has the best clock mechanism we have 
ever designed. We use our patented SoundEngine to control the clock, forcing jitter down to 
levels we have never reached before, perhaps the lowest in the world. The Mohican plays 
magically natural. It sings fluidly and with great temperament where needed. Compared to any 
other digital device we have heard, it simply plays without "edges" in the sound. Almost analog. 
Do you dare to listen?

The Hegel H360 was the fort amplifier with SoundEngine2 and has been a mold for the smaller 
amps. The SoundEngine2 technology gives a market leading level of dynamics and bass control. 
Add the ultra low noise design and you have one of the most natural, musical and dynamic 
amplifiers on the market today. The H360 includes Hegel’s ultimate implementation of Apple 
AirPlay® all build in to a High end DAC from the HD30. You can stream high-resolution files over 
upnp network and play high resolution and DSD-files using the USB inputs.
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With the P20 you are offered an affordable entry to the Hegel reference systems. Using technology that was not 
originally intended for audio in very advanced ways, we achieved a level of performance that was previously 
unheard of at these price points. The P20 neatly follows in Hegel’s tradition of raising the bar. You get 1 true 
balanced input, 4 unbalanced inputs and a Home Theatre (fixed level) input.

The H20 is the first power amplifier to receive the new FET transistor implementation in combination with our 
classic SoundEngine technology. With the removal of harmonic echoes in the higher frequencies, you’ll hear a 
more natural and realistic sound than you ever thought possible. The H20 gives 2x200 watts in 8 ohms, and 
thanks to the laser trimmed SoundEngine, it has a damping factor of more than 1000.

The P30 Reference pre amplifier is our first pre amplifier with SoundEngine technology. The gain stage in the 
P30 has only one pair of hand matched FET transistors per phase. This eliminates all kinds of higher order 
harmonic distortion. Combined with the extremely precise and digitally controlled volume attenuator the signal 
will only pass through 1 pair of transistors and a small array of discrete resistors on its way through the P30. 
The P30 has a Home Theatre-input, 2 pairs of balanced inputs, 12V trigger output and 3.5mm IR-direct input.

The H30, with its more than 1100 watts per channel into 8 ohms, is a true Nordic beast. Thanks to the 
SoundEngine technology, it nearly doubles all the way down to 1 ohm. The H30 is clearly a contender for the 
best power amplifier in the world, regardless of price. The H30 uses the very best of Hegel’s technology. With 
Hegel’s unique SoundEngine technology and the latest FET-technology incorporated in more stages than ever 
before, the H30 has extremely low distortion. Less distortion brings you much closer to the music, and the H30 
is about as close as you get.
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